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How to Create a Dream Interview Flipbook
When you create your very own Dream Interview Flipbook, you can …

Why?






share the benefits of stepping into royalty with ease anywhere – anytime!
create a table-top presentation that can be used in a small group or one-on-one
setting.
review the presenter’s notes while simultaneously conducting the Dream Interview!
organize and carry the accompanying tools – fact sheets, action plans, commitment
cards, etc. all in one convenient on-the-go system.

What materials will you need to create the flipbook?

What?











3-ring easel-type presentation binder (1)
3-ring sheet protectors (40)
Dream Interview Presentation slides (1 set)
Dream Interview Presenter’s notes (1 set)
Dream Interview Invitations
My Dream Worksheets
Dream Interview Commitment Cards
Dreaming of Royalty Fact Sheets
Dreaming of Royalty Action Plans

How do you assemble your Flipbook?
1.
2.
3.

How?

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

What if?
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Place all of the sheet protectors in your binder.
Insert the printed “presentation slides” into each protector (1 page/protector) leaving
the first sheet protector empty.
Adding the printed “presenter’s notes” on the back of each slide
a. Insert the first page of the “notes” beginning with the empty sheet
protector in the front.
b. Continue adding the notes pages to the back of each slide (1
page/protector) in the remaining protectors (front/back).
Insert copies of the Dream Interview Invitations in an empty protector so you’re
always ready to personally invite someone to a Dream Interview.
Insert copies of the My Dream Worksheets in another protector so you’re always
prepared for the Dream Activity.
Insert copies of the Dream Interview Commitment Cards in another protector so
you’re always ready to set that Target Date and determine their first three recruit
leads/numbers.
Insert copies of the Royalty Fact Sheets in yet another protector so you’re have the
facts at your fingertips and can give your future leader something to take home.
Insert copies of the Action Plans in the last protector so your future leader knows
what steps are next.

What if you challenged your Directors or future Directors with an activity that would earn
them they very own Dream Interview Flipbook that you created for them?
What if you had each Director or future Director role model a section of the Dream Interview
at an upcoming meeting?
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